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White Light of Creation is a cutting edge attunement. As previous 
Sokaisi methods were the ultimate spiritual initiations in the year 2006, 

now White Light of Creation come with a higher frequency.  

White Light Of Creation ® is property of Armand-Manuel Ratundu © 2009-2020  

All rights reserved.  

White Light Of Creation ® is freely offered for spiritual purposes but also can be 
successfully used for healing purposes as long as our energetic, spiritual and 
physical bodies are strongly interconnected, but it is not meant to replace any 

medical treatment. 

Sokaisi ® is a spiritual system consisting of initiations meant for personal and 
spiritual development. The initiations work on DIY basis absolutely free of any 
master or any charging, unless specified here. Anyone claiming any of these 

initiations, charging or pretending to facilitate these initiations will be in violation 
of founder purpose, and subject to definitive withdrawal of any Sokaisi ® 

initiation. 



I hope that until today many of you override the healer status and 
become true Masters of Light. Sokaisi methods were meant for 

advanced Masters. Many of you come from higher dimensions to help 
and assist the process of freeing Planet Earth. For many of you the 

methods comprised here are the methods that you use regularly on your 
original dimensions. Maybe some of you are not exactly conscious about 

your mission here and now – you are facing the transmutation of evil 
and darkness of Planet Earth. This could be done only when the 

frequency of this planet will make this place unbearable for the evil 
controllers.  

You have struggled and resisted because something inside you knew. 
Those who ruled the world from thousand years created a system that 

suppress Spirit from early ages. Thousands of years they relied the 
control system on indoctrination and suppression of true Spirit. But they 
cannot stop high spiritual entities to incarnate here, and here you are 

now regaining consciousness above all that negation of Truth. 
Congratulations! You always knew that things were going to change but 

now you will realise that you are the centre of changes! You will free 
others from anything false in any aspect of Life. From religion to society 
and family, everything false will cease to manifest on this Planet and this 

will be possible through your efforts.  

It’s time for you to seriously assume the inner essence of yourself: The 
Infinite Creator!  

White Light of Creation will lead you to that stage of consciousness. It is 
the supreme goal of your Spirit – to identify with The Infinite Creator. 
Those ruling the world carefully hide this knowledge from you. As you 

probably know across history the great libraries of the world - 
Alexandria, Egypt, Rome or wherever the knowledge could be written, 

always have burned. Those who ruled the world needed ignorant 
people, whom they believe imposed fabricated nonsenses. They are 

doing this even today, using controlled media to make you focus your 
attention only on garbage. Haven’t you asked until now why the colossal 
amounts of money always are invested in the entertainment industry? 
Or have you asked who are the guys owning TV companies and whose 



interests they serve? For example, are you aware that mainstream 
media always supports banks and wars? Or probably you are sick of 

news focusing on crimes, wars, politics or world crises, but they claim 
they cover your need for information! Do me a favour and pick up only 

the information you really need! You might be not aware TV is poisoning 
minds everyday and creates on a planetary scale a terrible malefic 

energy whose generator is humankind. This is a giant industry – and 
this is not entertainment - they feed people with bad news and people 

produce low vibrational energy at a planetary scale, generating a 
desired environment for the controllers! Did you know that your 

subconscious mind is like a sponge absorbing and storing anything that 
is low vibration? Always remember - they need stupid people, and 

controlled media is producing a lot. The mainstream media has the role 
of keeping people in negative state and the entertainment industry has 

the role to keep people out of True Spirit.  

They knew that every one of us has a direct connection with The 
Infinite Creator and we are transforming reality through our individual 

thoughts. Yes, you are reading correctly! Your Mind can transform reality 
and it usually does, now unfortunately mostly at a lower vibrational 

scale. 

Returning to the identification with the True Creator – this is the 
ultimate reality of your Spirit! But Usurpers created a false image 

through religions ready to condemn as blasphemy any criticism of their 
sterile mumbo-jumbo. In fact, at its foundation, religion have the need 
of humans to relate to The True Creator, but they totally perverted this, 
leading you toward a highly malefic controller entity that you know as 

God. The Christian church through inquisition managed to murder 
millions of people just to eliminate any resistance and other spiritual 

knowledge. In fact, many religions were created much or less the same 
- ways to control people through fear and spirit alienation. The 

controllers fear the most the fact that you can make contact with The 
True Creator!  

Religion importance diminished over the last years due to the 
development of television and mainstream media. Do yourself a big 



favour and throw out of your lives religion, television and mainstream 
media. You could live way better without them.  

Maybe you are a little surprised hearing that your reality is to identify 
with The Infinite Creator. This is our absolute nature and you were 

created as that. We were separated only by this blockage of dark energy 
that surrounds the fake creation of Archons, entirely antagonist to True 

Creation. But they cannot interrupt the True Connection! They are 
relentlessly working on undermining it, but are the only one that could 

ever give up this True Connection with The Infinite Creator! 

Indoctrination just deepens the gap between us and the Infinite Creator. 
The controllers make huge efforts to keep you separated from Truth. It’s 
time to become responsible. Controllers are now de-conspired. What is 

important now is to get again in tune with The Infinite Creator. You have 
unlimited continuous access to The Infinite Creator, every moment of 

your life.  

Placing the supreme spiritual authority outside you and entrust to a  
malevolent controlling entity as God leads to the slavery of humankind! 

It’s the biggest crime ever!  

The Infinite Creator is within, and has always been within You!  

Focus on this affirmation and you will feel the difference. It is extremely 
simple and efficient!  

White Light of Creation is the manifestation of The Infinite Creator. 

Just call the White Light of Creation attunement on my behalf, as you 
did with all the other Sokaisi attunements, until you are completely 

attuned. Use a mental affirmation like this:  

“I am asking to be initiated in White Light Of Creation and I call now 
upon me the White Light Of Creation Initiation from Armand until the 

process will be completed”. The attunement process could be 
accompanied by a meditation on your preferred position.  

Once attuned you can mentally use White Light of Creation. For 
example, you could use White Light of Creation for self-tuning purposes. 

Concentrate White Light of Creation into your every cell, molecule, 



particle or quantum particle as much as is needed to transform them 
into White Light of Creation until definitive manifestation. You can do 
the same thing with all your energy fields, bodies, energies, organs, 

glands, fluids, your entire Being, Soul, Spirit, Ego, Super-Ego, Mind and 
every structure of you, until all these will be White Light of Creation.  

You are expected to transmute all the darkness on planet Earth into 
White Light of Creation. You could do the transmutation by 

concentrating White Light of Creation into darkness, until will ever be 
White Light of Creation.  

In the same way you can proceed with Planet Earth. Concentrate White 
Light of Creation on Planet Earth and its structures until Planet Earth will 

be White Light of Creation.  

Keep in mind that your mental affirmations always need 3 steps to 
function properly: action, subject and finality:  

“I concentrate White Light of Creation – action;  

“on Planet Earth” – subject;  

“until it will be White Light of Creation” – finality.  

A very important way to use White Light of Creation is to get access to 
the Universal Matrix that some people used to name Akasha. The 

Universal Matrix or Akasha is a kind of interface between the controllers 
and you. It acts as a giant bank of information where every single 
energy pattern of yours is stored. And used anytime they need to 

reinforce control.  

Everyone has this concept pattern in the Universal Matrix. Like a 
program that determines how you will act on Earth, as its projection. In 
manifestation, due to various practices or events you could alter some 

aspects of your manifestation, and this will be the moment when 
controllers will step in and reset the altered parameters. They keep you 

following the program that is set to control. Those that accepted the 
darkness have no chance to override this program. Some people are 

calling it Karma! 



The good news is that Initiates have the power to override this program 
and even to wipe the corresponding section of yours. Your copy on The 
Universal Matrix could be White Light of Creation, or could be no more. 
White Light of Creation isn’t strong enough to wipe all the Matrix, but 
you at least you can free yourself. When you will get more powerful 

energies you could try more.  

Evidently you could live health, love, prosperity, intelligence, abundance 
to the perfection, but the Universal Matrix could have other 

programming for you. And on Earth there is literally armies of darkness 
minions that will reduce your chances for that. The controllers, from an 

inaccessible dimension for you are supervising the accomplishing of their 
plans and interfere when you can oppose their plans.  

This is why this Sokaisi Initiations are very important - it’s the only way 
to free yourself! 

Interacting with the Universal Matrix is not one way only. It is designed 
to interact and energies that we are sending to the Matrix becomes 

source of Karma. It is not really designed like this in our favour, but we 
could use this glitch to our advantage, to create good Karma. This was 

intended to work exactly on the opposite direction, because the 
controllers know that everything in your life will lead you to fill Karma 

with darkness and affect the programming as they wish. In this manner 
you will be forever trapped in slavery. Do you realise now how trapped 
you are in this controller’s scheme? Luckily you have now the power of 

Sokaisi initiations and you can free yourself. 

Concentrate White Light of Creation into the Universal Matrix until it will 
be White Light of Creation up to the infinite! 

or 

Concentrate White Light of Creation into the Universal Matrix until it will 
be impossible to exist, from now up to the infinite! 



You have the right to override the controllers of this planet and their 
means of control! Now you also have the power! And next initiations will 

tremendously increase your power! 

You have the right to live in peace, love and prosperity. Those abusing 
humankind and planet Earth have no right here - they are predators and 
assumed that right by themselves and are treating us like their property.  

We have the responsibility free ourselves. There is no other way! 

 As long as they will further control this planet it will be impossible for 
anyone to live peacefully. They will reach any single being that carries 
Light, one by one, because their plan is to turn every being into hatred 

and consume all the living energies for their own perpetration. 

In the absence of those that could provide living energies they are so 
desperately needing, they will eventually consume themselves in the 

end.  

They justified all their existence on hatred and exploitation, but the 
exploited are in limited number. And if their expansion plans won’t work, 
as is corresponding to actual situation, they will just devour themselves 

until they cease to exist. 

This is how stupid they are! 

If you are seeking more powerful energies, please check next:  

Zalmoxis Initiations 

http://sokaisi.ro/blog-post6%20Zalmoxis.html
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